
CARS AND
TRUCKS

MONEY SPENT
ON NETWORKS
IN 20071

CBS

FOX

ABC

NBC

CW

$749M

$616.4M

$578M

$523.7M

$60.9M

MARKETPLACE
WHISPERS

WHO GOT A BAG
OF CASH

DIRECTION OF 
PRIME-TIME SPEND

Given high fuel
prices, a glut of
models and
reluctant
consumers
whose spending
is crimped by an
uncertain
economy, auto
spending wasn’t
as thin as many
had predicted.
Executives said
foreign auto
manufacturers
such as Nissan,
Audi and Toyota
were more
generous than
their American
counterparts.
Broadcast
networks may
have benefited
from auto
marketers
choosing to
focus on fewer
media outlets
rather than
spend far and
wide.

ABC, NBC and
CBS, according
to people
familiar with the
situation. NBC
was able to lock
up some early
business with
General Motors
by securing a
branded-
entertainment
deal in advance.

PHARMACEUTICALS
(prescription and
nonprescription)

$1.03B

$150.4M

$727.4M

$676.9M

$38.9M

This is another
category that was
expected to be
down
significantly, but
buyers believe
manufacturers
moved dollars
reserved for
scatter into the
upfront in order to
lock down prices.
Things weren’t
great, just not as
bad as expected.
“Pharma held
up,” said Mike
Shaw, president-
sales and
marketing, ABC.
The question now
is the impact of
the presidential
election. A
Democrat might
be tougher on
direct-to-
consumer
advertising, which
has helped fuel
this category for
years. 

CBS typically
captures most of
this category
each year and
saw strong
spending by
pharma players
in both prime
time and late
night, according
to a person
familiar with the
situation.

RETAILERS 
(department
stores included)

$636.9M

$350.1M

$589.4M

$461M

$104.3M

Executives on
both sides of the
negotiating
table say
retailers were hit
hard in recent
months and
drew the purse
strings tight.
Retailers have
taken a pause,
said one person
familiar with the
marketplace,
with the
increase in oil
prices forcing up
the costs of
packaging and
transport. The
hope is that
retailers will
come back in
scatter,
particularly in
the fourth
quarter, when
ads and
promotions help
drive crucial
holiday sales.

While retailers
did some
spending, they
didn’t throw
their money
around,
according to
media buyers.

MOTION PICTURES

$227.1M

$347.5M

$267.7M

$248.6M

$62.8M

Movie studios
spent big in the
upfront this year,
with nearly
every network
claiming some
chunk of this
category’s cash.
Buyers have
said for weeks
that movie
studios were
nervous early on
in the upfront
market, fearful
the networks
wouldn’t be able
to
accommodate
them in scatter.
One buyer said
movies and
DVDs are often
viewed as
recession-proof,
meaning
consumers will
buy them even
when times are
tight.

Most movie
money typically
goes to Fox, but
ABC, CBS, NBC
and the CW all
saw healthy
spending,
according to
people familiar
with the
situation.

TELECOMS

$446.8M

$472.3M

$311.2M

$320.6M

$102.4M

With Verizon
Wireless and
AT&T locked in a
heavy battle for
consumers
along with
Sprint and 
T-Mobile,
spending in this
category is
usually expected
to be robust.
That said, Sprint
has had some
corporate issues
to deal with, and
Verizon Wireless
has agreed to
purchase Alltel,
the industry’s
fifth-largest
player.
Consolidation
often takes ad
money out of
the market in
the long term.

CW saw healthy
spending,
according to a
person familiar
with the
situation. Its
programs strike
a chord among
younger teens,
and “Gossip
Girl” featured a
large-scale deal
with Verizon.
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MOVIE-STUDIO
STRATEGY: Secure
time now to promote
big releases such as
“Harry Potter” and
“The Curious Case of
Benjamin Dutton.”
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